
DIASTOR Goes Technicolor…! 

SWITZERLAND SPORTLAND (US 1952) was secured from Harvard Film Archive (HFA) as 
an additional case study when it became clear that the expected constant revenue stream 
from the Cinémathèque suisse would not happen. A budget of CHF 5,000 was available 
from Memoriav to have the preservation work done at DIASTOR project partner cinegrell 
postproduction. The underlying idea was to curate a program of multiple short film titles 
around the theme of ‘Switzerland in Technicolor’ that would tour to places with a Swiss 
expat community (such as the Harvard Film Archive/Boston area). 

The 35mm Technicolor imbibition print arrived on loan from HFA. On further inspection 
and with additional supporting paper work from the Warner Archive at USC, it turned out 
to be a 35mm blow-up from a 16mm Kodachrome reversal original, which complicated the 
foreseen colour research. The idea was that the film could be used in comparison with 
some of the other Technicolor research conducted within the framework of DIASTOR, 
such as the work on HEIDI UND PETER. The focus in the work on that particular title was 
the color translation from a chromogenic negative to the ultimate Technicolor dye transfer 
print. An additional complication was that the black and white separations, which were a 
crucial element in the original printing process, were missing. Although the color work on 
SWITZERLAND SPORTLAND was of a different nature, the RestoGUI tool—developed by 
Disney Research Zurich mainly for HEIDI UND PETER—was also tried in the preservation 
work of SWITZERLAND SPORTLAND. 

Image 

SWITZERLAND SPORTLAND was one of the first Technicolor titles to be scanned at 
cinegrell within the framework of DIASTOR, only preceded by the Technicolor trailer of 
SAMSON & DELILAH. As such, the film was used to test the limits of the Northlight 
scanner. A scan at 4K/16bit with an additional 4th IR layer was chosen and took several 
days to complete. The enormous quantity of data to which this resulted was abandoned 
later in the process in favour of a 2K scan done on the ARRISCAN. Digital clean-up was 
kept to an absolute minimum; there was some automatic dust removal done on the title 
sequence. 

 
Fig.	  1:	  color	  adjustment	  via	  RestoGUI 

In consultation with HFA, the grading of the film was entrusted to the DIASTOR team, 
especially since Barbara Flueckiger had seen the film in projection on-site at the Harvard 
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Film Archive. She recalled clearly what the final result should look like and therefore 
projection—more so than the actual print—was used as a color reference for the final 
grading. A calibrated camera set-up was used to capture stills of each shot of the 35mm 
print projected through an ARRI LocPro projector. These were used as a guiding reference 
for the color grading at cinegrell. In the few instances that there were problems to adjust 
the colors, Simone Croci ran the individual frames through the RestoGUI software (see 
screen shot in Fig. 1) and exported a LUT in the Baselight format. This allowed colorist 
Nicole Allemann to approximate the print’s color appearance in projection. 

Sound 

The soundtrack was transferred from the 35mm imbibition print on a Resonances scanner 
at DIASTOR partner Sondor and no further post-work was done. 

New Elements 

When Claudy Op den Kamp’s DIASTOR contract ended in June 2015, this title was still a 
work-in-progress. The 35mm imbibition print was sent back to HFA in June 2015. In the 
meantime the work has been completed. 

(Claudy Op den Kamp, Melbourne, September 2015, edited by Barbara Flueckiger in July 
2016) 


